Glymphatic MRI in idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus
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The glymphatic system has in previous studies been shown as fundamental to clearance of waste metabolites from the brain interstitial space, and is proposed to be instrumental in normal ageing and brain pathology such as Alzheimer’s disease and brain trauma. Assessment of glymphatic function using magnetic resonance imaging with intrathecal contrast agent as a cerebrospinal fluid tracer has so far been limited to rodents. We aimed to image cerebrospinal fluid flow characteristics and glymphatic function in humans, and applied the methodology in a prospective study of 15 idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus patients (mean age 71.3 ± 8.1 years, three female and 12 male) and eight reference subjects (mean age 41.1 ± 13.0 years, six female and two male) with suspected cerebrospinal fluid leakage (seven) and intracranial cyst (one). The imaging protocol included T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging with equal sequence parameters before and at multiple time points through 24 h after intrathecal injection of the contrast agent gadobutrol at the lumbar level. All study subjects were kept in the supine position between examinations during the first day. Gadobutrol enhancement was measured at all imaging time points from regions of interest placed at predefined locations in brain parenchyma, the subarachnoid and intraventricular space, and inside the sagittal sinus. Parameters demonstrating gadobutrol enhancement and clearance in different locations were compared between idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus and reference subjects. A characteristic flow pattern in idiopathic normal hydrocephalus was ventricular reflux of gadobutrol from the subarachnoid space followed by transependymal gadobutrol migration. At the brain surfaces, gadobutrol propagated antegradely along large leptomeningeal arteries in all study subjects, and preceded glymphatic enhancement in adjacent brain tissue, indicating a pivotal role of intracranial pulsations for glymphatic function. In idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus, we found delayed enhancement (P < 0.05) and decreased clearance of gadobutrol (P < 0.05) at the Sylvian fissure. Parenchymal (glymphatic) enhancement peaked overnight in both study groups, possibly indicating a crucial role of sleep, and was larger in normal pressure hydrocephalus patients (P < 0.05 at inferior frontal gyrus). We interpret decreased gadobutrol clearance from the subarachnoid space, along with persisting enhancement in brain parenchyma, as signs of reduced glymphatic clearance in idiopathic normal hydrocephalus, and hypothesize that reduced glymphatic function is instrumental for dementia in this disease. The study shows promise for glymphatic magnetic resonance imaging as a method to assess human brain metabolic function and renders a potential for contrast enhanced brain extravascular space imaging.
Introduction

The ‘glymphatic’ (glia-lymphatic) system denotes a brain-wide pathway for clearance of brain metabolites, and depends on convective fluid transport through the interstitial space, mediated by AQP4 channels at astrocytic perivascular end feet (Iliff et al., 2012). Impaired glymphatic transport with accumulation of cellular waste products such as amyloid-β and tau aggregation has been proposed as instrumental in conditions such as normal ageing (Kress et al., 2014), brain trauma (Plog et al., 2015) and Alzheimer’s disease (Iliff et al., 2012). Glymphatic transport of solutes is highly dependent on sleep (Xie et al., 2013) and body posture (Lee et al., 2015).

While studies of the mouse brain have applied two-photon in vivo imaging, assessment of glymphatic function has been performed with MRI in rat brain, using subarachnoid administration of the linear, gadolinium-based contrast agent Gd-DTPA (gadolinium-diethylenetriaminpentaaetate) (Iliff et al., 2013a; Yang et al., 2013). Gd-DTPA is of small molecular weight (938 Da), which is an important precondition for access of solutes to the interstitial space (Iliff et al., 2012). Gd-based contrast agents have already been used to some extent to diagnose CSF leaks as cause of intracranial hypertension in humans, and been documented to have low risk (Jinkins et al., 2002; Reiche et al., 2002; Aydin et al., 2004; Akbar et al., 2012). By administration of an intrathecal contrast agent at the lumbar level, ‘glymphatic MRI’ may thereby bridge the gap from animal studies to investigations of glymphatic clearance of solutes from the human brain interstitial space (Jessen et al., 2015). A case report demonstrated, for the first time, signs of glymphatic contrast enhancement in a patient under clinical work-up for CSF leakage (Eide and Ringstad, 2015); however, no patient cohort has yet been investigated with glymphatic MRI.

Glymphatic convective solute transport through the interstitial space is dependent on arterial pulsations (Iliff et al., 2013b). Impaired glymphatic function may therefore be a factor in poorly understood diseases characterized by reduced intracranial compliance and thus restricted intracranial artery pulsations, such as in idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus (iNPH) (Eide and Sorteberg, 2010). iNPH is a neurodegenerative disease with a typical symptom triad of gait ataxia, urinary incontinence and dementia and can be treated surgically with CSF diversion procedures (Adams et al., 1965). Altered glymphatic function in iNPH could possibly be a mechanism behind the high comorbidity between iNPH and Alzheimer’s disease (Cabral et al., 2011).

The purpose of this study was therefore to assess CSF flow characteristics and glymphatic function in a cohort of patients with iNPH and reference subjects with MRI before and at multiple time points after intrathecal contrast agent administration.

Materials and methods

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (2015/1868), Regional Ethics Committee (2015/96) and the National Medicines Agency (15/04932-7). Inclusion was by written and oral informed consent.

Experimental design

In this prospective, observational study, consecutive patients with iNPH and reference subjects were imaged with MRI before, and at multiple time points (10 min to 24 h) after intrathecal lumbar administration of the MRI contrast agent gadobutrol. Patients with iNPH and reference subjects were prospectively enrolled from October 2015 to May 2016. After gadobutrol administration, all patients and reference subjects were admitted and observed in the hospital for at least 24 h. Exclusion criteria were: history of hypersensitivity reactions to contrast agents; history of severe allergy reactions in general, evidence of renal dysfunction, pregnant or breastfeeding females, and age <18 or >80 years.

According to the observational study design, randomization of patients was not relevant, neither was a priori sample size calculations. As ventricular enlargement is inherent with the iNPH diagnosis, image post-processing could therefore not be done blinded for the dichotomy iNPH/non-iNPH.

Subjects

Patients with idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus

We included consecutive iNPH patients who were referred to the Department of Neurosurgery, Oslo University Hospital - Rikshospitalet, Oslo, Norway based on clinical symptoms and findings indicative of iNPH, and with imaging findings of ventriculomegaly. Within the Department of Neurosurgery, a clinical assessment was done, and clinical severity graded based on a previously described NPH grading scale (Eide and Sorteberg, 2010). All patients underwent overnight intracranial pressure monitoring for the purpose of selection for shunt surgery by using threshold levels as previously defined (Eide and Sorteberg, 2010).

Reference subjects

Reference subjects were, in parallel with iNPH patients, recruited prospectively and consecutively from referrals to clinical work-up of suspected CSF leakage syndrome or intracranial cysts. They underwent MRI with intrathecal gadobutrol with the primary indication to define site of CSF leakage, or cyst enhancement, respectively.

Abbreviations: FLAIR = fluid attenuated inversion recovery; Gd-DTPA = gadolinium-diethylenetriaminpentaaetate; iNPH = idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus
**MRI protocol**

Sagittal 3D T₁-weighted volume scans were obtained exclusively in a 3 T Philips Ingenia MRI scanner (Philips Medical systems) with equal imaging protocol settings at all time points. The main imaging parameters were: repetition time = ‘shortest’ (typically 5.1 ms), echo time = ‘shortest’ (typically 2.3 ms), flip angle = 8°, field of view = 256 × 256 cm and matrix = 256 × 256 pixels (reconstructed 512 × 512). We sampled 184 over-contiguous (overlapping) slices with 1-mm thickness, which was automatically reconstructed to 368 slices. The total duration of each image acquisition was 6 min and 29 s. At each time point, an automated anatomy recognition protocol based on landmark detection in MRI data (SmartExam™, Philips Medical Systems) was applied to secure consistency and reproducibility of the MRI studies.

Before gadobutrol administration, we also scanned patients and reference subjects with a sagittal 3D fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) volume sequence, where the main imaging parameters were: repetition time = 4800 ms, echo time = ‘shortest’ (typically 318 ms), inversion recovery time = 1650 ms, field of view = 250 × 250 mm and matrix = 250 × 250 pixels (reconstructed 512 × 512). We sampled 184 over-contiguous slices with 1-mm thickness, which was automatically reconstructed to 365 slices.

**Intrathecal administration of gadobutrol**

The study participants met at 8 am for a pre-contrast MRI and were thereafter transported on a mobile table to an adjacent neurological surgery room, where an interventional neuroradiologist performed X-ray guided lumbar puncture. Intrathecal injection of 0.5 ml of 1.0 mmol/ml gadobutrol (Gadovist™, Bayer Pharma) was preceded by verifying the correct position of the syringe tip in the subarachnoid space in terms of CSF backflow from the puncture needle, and by injecting a small amount (typically 3 ml) of 270 mg iodixanol (Visipaque™, GE Healthcare) to confirm unrestricted distribution of radiopaque contrast agent in the lumbar subarachnoid space. Following needle removal, the study subjects were instructed to rotate themselves around the long axis of the body once before transportation back to the MRI suite, while remaining in the supine position.

**Post-contrast MRI acquisitions**

Consecutive, identical MRI examinations with the previously outlined MRI protocol parameters were initiated as soon as possible after intrathecal gadobutrol administration (typically with ~10-min delay), and performed approximately every 10 min during the first hour after contrast agent injection. The study participants were thereafter instructed to remain supine in bed, while one pillow under the head was allowed. Repeated, identical image acquisitions were then performed approximately every 2 h after intrathecal gadobutrol administration until ~4 pm. All transfer of study subjects between the neurosurgical department and the MRI suite, and between the bed and the MRI table, was performed by the hospital staff to allow for the patient to remain in the supine position. The final MRI scanning was performed the next morning (~24 h after contrast agent injection). Patients and controls were allowed to move without any restrictions between the 4 pm examination at the end of Day 1 and the 24 h scan the next morning.

While the MRI exams, for practical reasons, could not be obtained at identical time points for every study subject, all exams were categorized into the following time intervals: pre-contrast, 0–20 min, 20–40 min, 40–60 min, 1–2 h, 2–4 h, 4–6 h, 6–9 h, and 24 h.

**Image analysis**

For each time point, a neuroradiologist (G.R.) with 10 years’ experience in neuroradiology, placed circular regions of interest at predefined locations directly on axially reconstructed T₁-weighted images in the hospital PACS (picture archiving and communication system (Sectra IDS™, Sectra). Each region of interest provides the mean signal unit from the image grey-scale, which can be compared between time points and study subjects when all MRI sequence parameters are kept equal. All regions of interest were fitted to local anatomy to avoid partial volume effects from neighbouring tissue or CSF. As this human CSF tracer study is conceptually preceded by a similar study in rodents only (Illi et al., 2013a), the position of regions of interest were partly founded on observations made in animals, but also from previously recognized CSF flow patterns in iNPH derived from other sorts of imaging studies such as radionuclide cisternography (Heinz et al., 1970) and phase-contrast MRI (Penn et al., 2011; Ringstad et al., 2016).

For the ventricular and subarachnoid CSF spaces, a single region of interest was placed at the third and fourth ventricle, pontine cistern, and at the foramen magnum (cisterna magna). Bilateral regions of interest were placed inside the frontal horns of the lateral ventricles, Sylvian fissures, and in the central sulci at the vertex of the brain. In addition, perivascular gadobutrol enhancement along the anterior, middle and posterior cerebral arteries at the brain surface was dichotomized as present and non-present, and the time point where such perivascular enhancement could be observed, was registered.

For the brain parenchyma, a single region of interest was placed in the central pons and bilaterally in thalamus, inferior frontal gyrus anterior to the Sylvian fissures, periventricular white matter outside the frontal horns, and precentral gyrus, respectively.

A single region of interest was also placed in the posterior part of the superior sagittal sinus.

Supplementary Fig. 1 illustrates region of interest measurements from the Sylvian fissures and inferior frontal gyrus in a patient.

Finally, periventricular hyperintensity detected as any periventricular signal increase on FLAIR images was classified into four grades according to a modification (Iwamoto et al., 2001) of the classification by van Swieten et al. (1990): grade 0, no periventricular hyperintensity; grade 1, marginal periventricular hyperintensity; grade 2, moderate between grade 1 and 3; grade 3, severe periventricular hyperintensity extending to the subcortex.

**Parameters derived from gadobutrol enhancement**

For the enhancement phase, we calculated the time to peak enhancement, maximum change in signal unit, and the enhancement coefficient (signal unit/min) for all regions of interest within the CSF, venous space and brain parenchyma.
For the same regions, we also assessed the signal unit decline from maximum to minimum (latest) enhancement (clearance time), maximum decline in signal units and the clearance coefficient (signal unit/min).

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software version 22 (IBM Corporation). Differences between categorical data were determined using Pearson chi-square test, and differences between continuous data were determined using independent samples t-tests. Statistical significance was accepted at the 0.05 level (two-tailed).

**Results**

**Patients**

Demographic data are presented in Supplementary Table 1. The study includes 15 patients with iNPH and eight reference subjects. The reference subjects underwent MRI due to suspicion of intracranial hypotension associated with CSF leakage (n = 7), and one had headache possibly associated with a pineal gland cyst. The patient cohorts were significantly different in terms of age and distribution of symptoms (P < 0.001).

In the iNPH cohort, indication for shunt surgery was found in 15/15 patients. In 2/15 patients, shunt surgery was not recommended because of other co-morbidity, and thus 13/15 patients were shunted. All shunted patients (13/13) responded with clinical improvement (Supplementary Table 1).

In the reference subject cohort, one individual (1/8) was treated surgically for a pineal cyst with a good surgical result and subsequent symptom improvement. CSF leakage was found in 2/7 reference subjects (reference Subjects 4 and 5; Fig. 1B), and a dura leak was confirmed during surgery in both. One patient with suspected leakage (reference Subject 1) also underwent intracranial pressure monitoring, which demonstrated normal values.

There were no serious adverse events to gadobutrol administration, either at the lumbar injection site, or systemically. One patient suffered a pulmonary embolism after 1 day; we considered the association with contrast agent administration as unlikely and rather due to a train journey of several hours the day preceding the MRI study.

**Distribution of gadobutrol within subarachnoid and ventricular CSF spaces**

**Delayed CSF enhancement in idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus**

Figure 1 exemplifies time-dependent distribution of intrathecally administered gadobutrol in a patient with iNPH (Fig. 1A) and a reference subject (Fig. 1B).

In patients with iNPH, contrast enhancement was delayed in extra-parenchymal subarachnoid space locations such as CSF in foramen magnum (Fig. 2A), pontine cistern (Fig. 2B), and Sylvian fissure (Fig. 2C). Table 1 provides evidence that time to peak enhancement within the CSF spaces was prolonged, and enhancement thus delayed, in iNPH patients. This was significant for Sylvian fissure (close to inferior frontal gyrus) (P < 0.05) and at the vertex of the brain (precentral sulcus) (P < 0.01). In iNPH, there was also a trend towards delayed enhancement at the foramen magnum, pontine cistern and Sylvian fissure, but this did not reach statistical significance.

No differences between groups were seen for maximum signal unit increase in subarachnoid space at the foramen magnum, pontine cistern, Sylvian fissure, or over vertex. For the latter, enhancement of gadobutrol was low in both groups within the CSF in the precentral sulci. In 3/15 patients with iNPH and 3/8 reference subjects, gadobutrol enhancement was not detected at the upper convexity of the brain (precentral sulci) at any time points.

**Delayed periarterial enhancement in idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus**

At the outer surface of the brain, gadobutrol distributed uniformly, and mainly along the outside of the anterior, middle and posterior cerebral arteries in all iNPH patients and reference subjects; however, this peri-arterial enhancement pattern was observed to be significantly delayed in patients with iNPH (Fig. 3).

**Ventricular reflux in idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus**

Evidence of ventricular reflux in iNPH was indicated by larger contrast enhancement within the CSF of the fourth ventricle (Fig. 2E), third ventricle (Fig. 2F) and lateral ventricles (Fig. 2G). Moreover, the maximum increase in signal unit was significantly higher within the fourth (P < 0.05), third (P < 0.05) and lateral (P < 0.01) ventricles of iNPH patients, indicating redistribution of CSF to the ventricular spaces in iNPH (Table 1).

**Gadobutrol enhancement within brain parenchyma**

**Glymphatic enhancement dependent of gadobutrol in nearby CSF**

Supplementary Table 2 presents T1 signal before gadobutrol as well as the maximum increase in signal unit after gadobutrol for all individual patients. All individuals demonstrated the presence of brain parenchymal gadobutrol enhancement. An increase of signal unit ≥ 10% was observed at all locations (pons: 10/15 iNPH patients, 2/8 reference subjects; thalamus: 12/15 iNPH patients, 3/8 reference subjects).
reference subjects; periventricular frontal horn: 14/15 iNPH patients, 2/8 reference subjects; inferior frontal gyrus: 14/15 iNPH patients, 6/8 reference subjects; precentral gyrus: 5/15 iNPH patients, 2/8 reference subjects). There were interindividual differences. The proportion of patients with $\geq 10\%$ increase of signal unit was higher in the iNPH cohort. The change in signal unit depended highly on location, and with the most evident signal unit change at the periventricular white matter of iNPH patients and at the inferior frontal gyrus of iNPH and reference subjects.

Figure 4 demonstrates change in $T_1$ signal (signal unit) after intrathecal gadobutrol within brain parenchyma at the group level in iNPH patients and reference subjects.

The brain parenchymal contrast enhancement underneath the brain surface correlated with the contrast available in the nearby CSF; Fig. 5 demonstrates maximum increase in signal unit within parenchyma as related to nearby CSF. At the outer surface of the brain, this association was by far strongest between the Sylvian fissure and adjacent inferior frontal gyrus.

Figure 1 CSF contrast enhancement at multiple time points. Reconstructed $T_1$-weighted images in sagittal (top row), axial (middle row) and coronal (bottom row) planes from MRI at baseline (before contrast agent administration) and at four of the subsequent imaging time points demonstrating time-dependent contrast enhancement of subarachnoid and intraventricular spaces in iNPH patient (A) and reference subject (B). Reflux of gadobutrol to the lateral ventricles was a typical feature of iNPH. In B, retrodural contrast enhancement can be seen on sagittal images (top row) at time points 1 h, 3 h and 4.5 h as sign of a CSF leakage (reference Subject 5).
Before gadobutrol administration, the parenchymal T₁ signal was significantly lower within iNPH cases in pons, thalamus, periventricular frontal horn, and inferior frontal gyrus, and remained lower at all time points during Day 1 (Fig. 4 and Table 2). Overnight, at 24 h, the T₁ signal had increased in all study subjects, but significantly more in iNPH patients than reference patients as compared to the 4 pm scan in the inferior frontal gyrus (P < 0.05) and

Figure 2 Trend plots of CSF tracer (gadobutrol) enhancement depending on location. Gadobutrol enhancement was delayed in iNPH patients as compared to reference subjects in (A) foramen magnum, (B) nearby pons, (C) Sylvian fissure, and (D) precentral sulcus. On the other hand, enhancement was significantly stronger within CSF of (E) fourth ventricle, (F) third ventricle, and (G) lateral ventricles. Reference subjects: continuous lines; iNPH patients: dotted lines. Differences between groups at individual time points were determined by independent samples t-test (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001).
outside the frontal horn ($P = 0.008$) (Supplementary Table 3). Associations between enhancement in CSF and nearby parenchyma were also largest in these locations ($R = 0.85$, $P < 0.001$ and $R = 0.84$, $P < 0.001$, respectively).

**Transendymal CSF flow in idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus**

Figure 4C demonstrates contrast enhancement within periventricular white matter parenchyma outside the frontal horns of the lateral ventricles. This enhancement was strongly associated with ventricular reflux of contrast media in the lateral ventricles (Fig. 5D) and significantly higher in iNPH cases (Table 2 and Fig. 2 E–G).

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the present data provide evidence that periventricular hyperintensity on FLAIR images is dependent on transendymal water flux from ventricles to the periventricular white matter. The degree of periventricular hyperintensity, graded 0–3, was significantly related to the contrast enhancement in the periventricular frontal brain parenchyma. The maximum signal unit increase in periventricular frontal brain parenchyma was significantly higher in grade 2 ($P = 0.02$) and grade 3 ($P = 0.03$), as compared to grade 0 (Fig. 6).

**Gadobutrol enhancement within central venous space**

There was no significant signal unit increase that could be observed in the superior sagittal sinus at any time point after intrathecal administration of gadobutrol, and thus no evidence of any contribution to parenchymal signal unit change from circulating contrast agent in cerebral vessels (Table 2).

**Clearance of gadobutrol**

At 24 h, contrast enhancement was more profound in all CSF compartments in iNPH patients, which indicates delayed clearance of gadobutrol compared with reference subjects (Fig. 2). This is further detailed in Table 2. Accordingly, the maximum reduction of signal unit was significantly lower within the CSF of foramen magnum ($P < 0.01$), Sylvian fissure ($P < 0.05$) and pontine cistern ($P < 0.01$) in iNPH. The clearance coefficients were significantly lower for iNPH cases within CSF of foramen magnum ($P < 0.01$), Sylvian fissure ($P < 0.05$) and pontine cistern ($P < 0.01$) (Table 2).

For the brain parenchyma, signal unit peaked at 24 h, and the current observation period was therefore too short to determine clearance time of gadobutrol from the brain. Moreover, and as already noted, there were no signs of gadobutrol enhancement in the central venous space, and therefore estimation of gadobutrol clearance to venous blood was not relevant.

**Discussion**

In this study, humans (patients with iNPH and reference subjects) were for the first time investigated by use of an intrathecally administered, small molecular weight contrast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enhancement phase</th>
<th>Baseline (SU)</th>
<th>Max increase (SU)</th>
<th>Time to peak (min)</th>
<th>Enhancement coefficient (SU/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CSF space</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foramen magnum</td>
<td>10.3 ± 3.4</td>
<td>8.9 ± 2.6</td>
<td>393.8 ± 108.0</td>
<td>426.0 ± 123.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvian fissure</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.6</td>
<td>8.6 ± 3.6</td>
<td>226.2 ± 100.2</td>
<td>204.2 ± 104.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pontine cistern</td>
<td>10.2 ± 3.7</td>
<td>9.5 ± 1.3</td>
<td>378.2 ± 133.0</td>
<td>388.5 ± 121.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth ventricle</td>
<td>11.3 ± 3.1</td>
<td>12.6 ± 3.0</td>
<td>386.5 ± 138.2</td>
<td>236.0 ± 142.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third ventricle</td>
<td>14.4 ± 2.6</td>
<td>14.5 ± 2.8</td>
<td>243.6 ± 136.9</td>
<td>115.1 ± 103.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral ventricle</td>
<td>6.0 ± 1.2</td>
<td>9.4 ± 1.5</td>
<td>168.5 ± 99.8</td>
<td>42.5 ± 51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precentral sulcus</td>
<td>7.6 ± 1.6</td>
<td>8.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td>131.1 ± 94.1</td>
<td>87.8 ± 99.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central venous space</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagittal sinus/confluence</td>
<td>34.9 ± 7.2</td>
<td>32.3 ± 7.6</td>
<td>8.1 ± 8.0</td>
<td>7.4 ± 9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brain parenchyma</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>82.5 ± 4.3</td>
<td>89.5 ± 3.2</td>
<td>39.1 ± 25.3</td>
<td>23.8 ± 20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pons</td>
<td>96.8 ± 4.2</td>
<td>101.1 ± 4.8</td>
<td>11.6 ± 7.0</td>
<td>7.4 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalamus</td>
<td>86.7 ± 4.8</td>
<td>93.9 ± 6.0</td>
<td>13.0 ± 6.8</td>
<td>9.0 ± 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal horn</td>
<td>63.9 ± 14.8</td>
<td>94.1 ± 15.7</td>
<td>48.5 ± 32.8</td>
<td>7.9 ± 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precentral gyrus</td>
<td>82.7 ± 6.0</td>
<td>87.4 ± 3.7</td>
<td>9.0 ± 8.3</td>
<td>7.8 ± 11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant differences between iNPH and REF groups were determined by independent samples t-test: $^aP < 0.05$, $^bP < 0.01$, $^cP < 0.001$. REF = reference subject; SU = signal unit.
agent (gadobutrol) as CSF tracer to assess brain glymphatic function with MRI (glymphatic MRI) and also CSF flow characteristics in the subarachnoid space and ventricles over multiple time points. The iNPH cohort consisted of a high proportion of ‘true’, or definitive, iNPH defined by the shunt response rate. Moreover, the reference patients can be considered suitable to serve as controls, as CSF leakage was found in only 2/8. Since intrathecal administration of MRI contrast agent is merely used off-label on clinical indication, inclusion of non-symptomatic controls at this stage of research was not done due to ethical concerns. Our observations demonstrate that gadobutrol propagates in subarachnoid space antegradely along the outside of large leptomeningeal arteries, and that presence of gadobutrol in subarachnoid space is a prerequisite for glymphatic contrast agent enhancement in adjacent brain parenchyma. Glymphatic enhancement was different between patients and brain regions, occurred much later in humans than reported in rats, and peaked at the final 24 h MRI exam. Clearance of gadobutrol was delayed in iNPH. Moreover, signs of net CSF ventricular reflux and transependymal flow from the ventricles towards periventricular white matter was a characteristic feature of iNPH. Enhancement of gadobutrol outside the upper brain convexities was sparse in both iNPH as well as reference subjects, even after 24 h, and in some subjects was not detectable.

Intrathecal administration of gadobutrol as CSF tracer

The macrocyclic MRI contrast agent gadobutrol has low molecular weight (605 Da) and is a highly hydrophilic, non-ionic compound that easily distributes in water (Cheng, 2004) and is thus well suited as a CSF tracer. While a linear contrast agent (Gd-DTPA) was applied in a previous study of glymphatic function in rat brain (Iliff et al., 2013a), it has recently been recommended that consideration should be made in terms of using macrocyclic Gd-based contrast agents rather than linear agents in humans (Malayeri et al., 2016), due to their superior stability in biological tissue (Lohrke et al., 2016). Regarding glymphatic transport, gadobutrol also has the advantages of even smaller molecular size (molecular weight 604 Da) than Gd-DTPA, and higher T₁ relaxation (Lohrke et al., 2016).

In studies of mice (Iliff et al., 2012; Bedussi et al., 2017), tracer has been injected into the cisterna magna at rates and volumes that potentially could overwhelm the intracranial compartment (Hladky and Barrand, 2014), and thereby interfere with physiological CSF flow. Another study has, however, demonstrated that a minor and transient increase in intracranial pressure is unlikely to affect glymphatic tracer transport (Yang et al., 2013). In this study of humans, we injected less than a total of 5 ml fluid into the subarachnoid space, level with the lumbar spine, and interference with intracranial pressure and CSF flow at later time points should therefore be negligible.

In accordance with previous studies using other MRI contrast agents for intrathecal use, gadobutrol also seemed safe for this purpose, as there were no observed serious adverse events related to the administration of contrast agent in the current study groups.

CSF flow characteristics

First signs of gadobutrol at the level of the foramen magnum occurred typically within 20 min for most study subjects, who all were kept in supine position during and
after injection of contrast agent through the final MRI examination at Day 1. The tracer did primarily not distribute freely around the brain convexities, but rather within sulci and cisternal spaces traversed by the three major cerebral leptomeningeal arteries (anterior, middle and posterior), and gadobutrol propagated further along their antegrade directions. This distribution pattern in the subarachnoid space could possibly correspond to leptomeningeal perivascular sheaths described in electron microscopy studies (Weller, 2005). In the current in vivo observations, MRI demonstrated, however, presence of gadobutrol tracer around sulcal vessels at a much wider zone (Fig. 3) than can be appreciated by the area covered with an electron microscope. Additional causes to this perivascular distribution pattern should therefore be explored in further studies.

Arterial pulsations are the force behind CSF pulsations (Greitz, 2004). The finding of parenchymal enhancement was strongly correlated with enhancement in adjacent subarachnoid space (Fig. 5), and therefore also strongly supports antegrade CSF flow within paravascular spaces of brain parenchymal penetrating arteries. This is consistent with animal studies where tracer was administered in...
Figure 5 Glymphatic enhancement as function of CSF enhancement. The association between maximum enhancement within the CSF spaces and nearby brain parenchyma was determined for different regions of interest. For all locations (A–E), there was a highly significant correlation between contrast agent availability within the CSF space and enhancement of gadobutrol within nearby parenchyma.

Table 2 Information about the clearance phase for different regions of interest within CSF and venous spaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clearance phase</th>
<th>Clearance time (min)</th>
<th>Max reduction (SU)</th>
<th>Clearance coefficient (SU/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>iNPH</td>
<td>REF</td>
<td>iNPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foramen magnum</td>
<td>1264.3 ± 116.1</td>
<td>1294.4 ± 154.5</td>
<td>−206.7 ± 90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvian fissure</td>
<td>1123.7 ± 41.1</td>
<td>1162.6 ± 78.1</td>
<td>−68.0 ± 51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pontine cistern</td>
<td>1207.9 ± 114.8</td>
<td>1261.5 ± 137.0</td>
<td>−177.9 ± 95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth ventricle</td>
<td>1234.4 ± 109.1</td>
<td>1287.6 ± 105.9</td>
<td>−231.6 ± 128.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third ventricle</td>
<td>1234.3 ± 116.2</td>
<td>1135.3 ± 74.2</td>
<td>−114.4 ± 76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral Ventricle</td>
<td>1115.1 ± 46.3</td>
<td>1098.0 ± 12.5</td>
<td>−57.3 ± 48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precentral sulcus</td>
<td>1375.5 ± 67.2</td>
<td>1261.7 ± 168.6</td>
<td>−6.5 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central venous space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagittal sinus/confluence</td>
<td>1287.4 ± 150.9</td>
<td>1247.3 ± 175.9</td>
<td>−12.1 ± 6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant differences between iNPH and REF groups were determined by independent samples t-test: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

REF = reference subject; SU = signal unit.
subarachnoid space (Iliff et al., 2012, 2013a; Bedussi et al., 2017), but contradictory to studies where intraparenchymal injection of tracers has been used (Carare et al., 2008; Bakker et al., 2016), where it was concluded with retrograde flow. Presence of soluble amyloid-β deposits in the walls of leptomeningeal arteries has previously led to the conclusion that CSF and solutes exit the brain along arteries (Weller et al., 2009). It has, however, been proposed that different directions of CSF flow along paravascular pathways may co-exist (Bakker et al., 2016). While we found evidence for antegrade periarterial movement of the CSF tracer, there was in many iNPH and reference subjects, a strikingly sparse and sometimes absent enhancement of tracer at the upper brain convexities, even after 24 h with patients remaining mainly in the supine position. One explanation to these observations might be a gradient of net CSF flow from the upper towards the lower brain convexities, suggesting CSF secretion at the upper brain convexities and thus a very limited role of arachnoid villi along the sagittal sinus for CSF resorption. While CSF seems to enter the brain driven by high-pressure arteries traversing the lower surface of the brain, it could be hypothesized that CSF exits at paravenous routes mainly along areas of the brain where presence of (and translated pressure from) larger arteries is more sparse, which is the case around the upper convexities.

In iNPH, reduced intracranial compliance and increased intracranial pulse pressure is an important feature of the disease (Eide and Sorteberg, 2010), and it has also been described as a ‘restricted arterial pressure pulsation syndrome’ (Greitz, 2004), referring to decreased ability of arteries in subarachnoid space to expand secondary to reduced intracranial compliance. In mice, it was demonstrated that decreased arterial pulsatility reduced paravascular flow (Iliff et al., 2013b). In our cohort of iNPH patients with expected decreased arterial pulsatility due to reduced intracranial compliance, and consistent with the mentioned observations in mice, we found that the gadobutrol tracer distributed more slowly along external brain surface arteries than in reference subjects, and further, clearance of gadobutrol was decreased. It may therefore be hypothesized that a vicious cycle may be established in iNPH, where restricted arterial pulsations reduces glymphatic flow, which leads to reduced transport of CSF and solutes through glymphatic pathways and thereby further reduces intracranial compliance. In Alzheimer’s disease, the glymphatic system may contribute to a larger portion of extracellular amyloid-β clearance than previously thought (Tarasoff-Conway et al., 2016), and a recent study demonstrated Alzheimer’s disease-related biopsy findings in iNPH patients with signs of reduced compliance (Kojoukhova et al., 2017). Reduced intracranial compliance in iNPH may, however, be a phenomenon secondary to obstructed CSF flow. In light of the evolving knowledge of brain glymphatic function, we find it reasonable to attribute delayed propagation and clearance of the CSF tracer gadobutrol, as well as presumed restricted CSF pulsations, to an obstruction of CSF flow between the paravascular and interstitial spaces. Increased resistance to glymphatic flow may also cause CSF to follow pathways of least resistance, among them, the retrograde transventricular route. An obstruction at this level would also explain disproportionate and localized expansion of subarachnoid space around large leptomeningeal arteries in iNPH, which is referred to by some as DESH (disproportionally enlarged subarachnoid-spaces hydrocephalus) (Hashimoto et al., 2010), but not why Virchow-Robin spaces are macroscopically not enlarged (Ishikawa et al., 2015).

Astrocytic end feet enclose all parenchymal brain vessels, and the water channel AQP4 occupies up to 40% of the end foot area, rendering a vast surface for water transport throughout the entire brain (Nagelhus and Ottersen, 2013). While it has been demonstrated that glymphatic function and clearance of metabolites from the extracellular space is reduced in AQP4 knock-out mice (Iliff et al., 2012), no
studies have yet been published regarding AQP4 function in iNPH. In idiopathic intracranial hypertension perivascular AQP4 was, however, increased, and it was interpreted as a possible compensatory mechanism to enhance brain fluid drainage (Eide et al., 2016). We expect upcoming studies of AQP4 content, function and polarization in iNPH patients.

**Ventricular reflux of gadobutrol in idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus**

In iNPH, gadobutrol entered the ventricular system early, remained in the ventricles over time, and correlated strongly with contrast enhancement in adjacent periventricular white matter, indicating transependymal migration of the contrast agent, which in its turn was associated with periventricular hyperintensity on FLAIR images. These observations support previous findings of net retrograde aqueductal flow in iNPH (Ringstad et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2017), and this phenomenon has also been associated with restricted intracranial pulsations and change of net flow in the antegrade direction after surgical shunting (Ringstad et al., 2016). Aqueductal net flow is typically reported in microlitres, which might be within the range of measurement inaccuracies, and has by some been considered a sign of measurement inaccuracy when it is observed, and therefore been subtracted when estimating the more robust parameter aqueductal stroke volume to predict shunt response in NPH (Bradley et al., 1996).

Our observations of ventricular reflux might contribute to explain the mechanism behind hydrocephalus in NPH, since a precondition for such flow would be a minute positive pressure gradient from the subarachnoid space to the ventricles, and also over the ventricular ependyma. Ventricular dilatation may therefore constitute a manifestation of how the brain adapts to such a minor pressure gradient, while also increased area of the ependymal surface and stretching of ependymal lining may facilitate transependymal water transport. It seems reasonable to assume that the periventricular gadobutrol enhancement observed in periventricular hyperintensity grade 1–3 expresses transependymal migration by the same mechanisms as reported in previous studies (Bering and Sato, 1963; Sahar et al., 1969) rather than within the traditional defined glymphatic pathway via periarterial spaces. A transependymal pressure gradient, even small, may be sufficient to enlarge the ventricles (Linninger et al., 2005; Levine, 2008). In one study with invasive monitoring, the pulse pressure amplitude was median 0.4 mm Hg higher inside the ventricles than in the parenchyma (Eide, 2008). Another study was, however, not able to measure a transependymal pressure gradient (Eide and Saehle, 2010).

**Brain enhancement and clearance of gadobutrol**

Before glymphatic contrast enhancement, the parenchymal T1 signal unit was lower in all regions of interest in iNPH compared to reference subjects. We attribute this to an increase in brain water content in iNPH, since water is by far the most significant contributor to prolonged T1 relaxation in the brain. Signs of increased brain water content in NPH has also previously been demonstrated in several brain regions by using MRI diffusion-weighted imaging (Gideon et al., 1994). In light of the previously discussed potential role of AQP4, it is notable that increased brain water content is also seen in mice with complete loss of AQP4, however, not in mice with selective removal of perivascular AQP4 or deletion of ependymal AQP4 (Vinddal et al., 2016).

Glyphaptic enhancement was observed at all locations when preceded by enhancement of the adjacent subarachnoid space, but was not observed in every patient at all locations, and there were substantial interindividual variations (Supplementary Table 2). The current study does not fully reveal why such differences exist, but we notice that glymphatic enhancement was particularly apparent and frequent at the inferior frontal gyrus in both iNPH and reference subjects, which anatomically is adjacent to the middle cerebral artery, consistent with a fundamental role of pulsations for glymphatic transport, as mentioned. Interestingly, this current in vivo observation is contradictory to recent modelling studies, which conclude that arterial pulsations are an unlikely origin of the driving force that could account for convective solute transport through the interstitial space (Asgari et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2016).

In contradiction to previous data from anaesthetized mice and rats, where glymphatic enhancement typically peaked within 2 h, glymphatic enhancement in humans peaked at 24 h, and was, except from in periventricular white matter in iNPH, not detectable at MRI exams obtained at first-day time intervals following administration of the intrathecal tracer (Fig. 4). Xie et al. (2013) demonstrated that natural sleep or anaesthesia is associated with a 60% increase in the interstitial space, which increased glymphatic clearance of amyloid-β 2-fold. Our observations indicate that glymphatic function is also highly dependent on sleep in humans.

While enhancement peaked at the final MRI exam of the study protocol, clearance of gadobutrol from brain parenchyma could not be calculated, and further studies should account for this observation. However, as clearance of gadobutrol was delayed in CSF, and glymphatic enhancement was found to be a function of CSF enhancement (Fig. 5), we find it reasonable to hypothesize that maximum parenchymal enhancement at 24 h is a sign of reduced clearance of gadobutrol via the glymphatic system in iNPH. As failure of glymphatic function has previously been associated with reduced clearance of interstitial solutes like amyloid-β, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the previously poorly understood iNPH dementia may share a pathogenic mechanism with Alzheimer’s disease.

There were no signs of contrast agent enhancement at the venous side (superior sagittal sinus) at any time point, indicating no effect on other observations due to circulating...
contrast agent in veins. The image resolution of a 3T human study is insufficient to allow for detection of meningeal lymphatic vessels that have previously been proposed to represent potential drainage routes from the glymphatic circulation (Louveau et al., 2015).

Limitations

CSF leakage was diagnosed in 2/8 reference subjects. These reference subjects may therefore not have a normal CSF flow pattern, and intracranial hypotension may be assumed to affect paravascular transport as well, given the important role of CSF pulsations. However, there was no obvious difference in T1 signal unit change (glymphatic enhancement) in the two patients with leakage compared to the reference subject group. A second limitation is that reference subjects were significantly younger than the iNPH patients and of different gender. It can therefore not be established to what degree iNPH disease or age/gender contributed to differences between groups, while reduced glymphatic function should be expected with normal ageing (Kress et al., 2014). However, in addition to the observed signs of different glymphatic clearance between the two groups, there are also substantial differences in speed of gadobutrol propagation in CSF as well as ventricular reflux pattern, which may less likely represent age effects. We therefore hypothesize that signs of glymphatic impairment in the iNPH group are more likely to be disease-specific rather than purely due to the patient’s age.

Moreover, even though we standardized MRI routines extensively, imaging time points after contrast agent injection were not identical due to practical limitations, and MRI exams were therefore rather categorized at defined time intervals. We did not think it reasonable to enforce restrictions on patient movement between the final MRI of Day 1 and the MRI of following morning, and could therefore not control data for patient activity and body position during that time period, nor for sleep. In these cohorts of symptomatic patients, already burdened with an extensive number of imaging procedures, it was considered unreasonable, and even unethical, to demand further exams during evening or night-time. However, this also represents a weakness of the study, as it cannot be established at which exact time point glymphatic enhancement first occurred. The hypothesis that sleep might have an impact on glymphatic function may still be sustained by observations of no, or very sparse, parenchymal enhancement during Day 1, in spite of an adequate amount of contrast agent at the adjacent brain surface, but enhancement at MRI performed on the morning of Day 2 (24 h).

Finally, MRI analysis of signal unit at different time points was carried out manually from predefined areas of brain and CSF spaces, where regions of interest had to be fitted to adjust for local anatomy to avoid partial volume averaging effect. In future studies, a whole-brain and -CSF approach should be preferred. This would require perfect alignment and co-registration of images from different time points, as well as segmentation techniques to differentiate brain subregions, and CSF from parenchyma. We are in the process of elaborating such postprocessing algorithms with external partners.

Conclusion

Intrathecal administration of an MRI contrast agent (gadobutrol) serving as CSF tracer, followed by multiple MRI exams over 24 h (glymphatic MRI), demonstrated signs of delayed glymphatic clearance in iNPH patients compared with a reference group. In all study subjects, the CSF tracer propagated in the subarachnoid space antegradely along large leptomeningeal arteries, and presence of tracer in subarachnoid space always preceded glymphatic enhancement in adjacent brain tissue, indicating a pivotal role of intracranial pulsations for glymphatic function. Glymphatic enhancement peaked overnight, and we attribute this to increased glymphatic function during sleep, which has been suggested in previous animal experiments. The sparse enhancement of CSF tracer at the upper brain convexities in both study cohorts questions the role of CSF resorption at the arachnoid villi. Other features of iNPH were ventricular reflux and transependymal migration of the tracer from the lateral ventricles towards the brain parenchyma. Given the ability of MRI contrast agents to access and be cleared from the brain extravascular space after intrathecal administration, glymphatic MRI may have the potential to assess brain metabolic function.
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